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While principals have focused primarily on the operations and management aspects of running a school, there has been a recent shift toward the more powerful role of educational leader. The positive impact of a leader who creates a caring learning community focused on student success is evident to all, including beginning teachers. Research reveals that inadequate support from school administration is one of the three most often reported causes of a new teacher’s decision to leave the profession (Richard Ingersoll). Susan M. Johnson’s and Sarah Birkeland’s study “Project on the Next Generation of Teachers” reports: “If given the choice between a school where they could earn a significantly higher salary and one with better working conditions, teachers would choose the school with better working conditions by a margin of 3 to 1.” Principals who are knowledgeable about the issues affecting new teachers, proactive in supporting them, and committed to professional growth do make a significant difference.

Principals also play a critical role in induction by setting the stage for beginning teacher and mentor success, and because new teachers are often placed in classrooms teaching students who most need optimal learning experiences, it is even more important that principals understand and support induction. This practice brief offers ideas and possible ways the principal can support teacher induction.

Principals can:

• **Be aware of the challenges beginning teachers face.** NTC has identified six “attitudinal phases” most beginning teachers experience during their first year of teaching—anticipation, survival, disillusionment, rejuvenation, reflection, and anticipation. Like mentors, principals who know these phases and when they occur can tailor their support throughout the school year. By noticing how they coincide with specific events and responsibilities, such as parent conferences and the grading cycle, a principal can be prepared to better meet the needs of their beginning teachers. Regularly conferring with mentors and beginning teachers about the support needed can help them thrive.

• **Remind the staff that the new teacher is still learning.** In the past, there has been a perception that teachers graduate from pre-service programs as fully-formed teachers, prepared for all the responsibilities they will face. Challenges were not talked about and teachers were expected to keep their mistakes to themselves. Today we have begun to embrace the norm of life long learning for all educators. Principals can reinforce this by articulating it explicitly—to all staff, especially new teachers. This can provide a culture of safety in which to take risks and embrace learning throughout their professional lives.

• **Value and articulate the vitality that new teachers bring to their school.** New teachers can be hesitant to share their thinking publicly—during staff meetings or in conversations with principals—heeding the adage that new teachers should be quiet during their first years. Building a community where every person is valued, including the newest members of the staff—their understanding of current innovations in teaching strategies and thinking, competence with new technology, and their energy and optimism—goes a long way to make a new teacher feel appreciated and respected.

• **Understand the components of an effective induction program and integrating it into the overall school goals and professional development plans.** Truly effective and sustained induction programs are integral to schools and districts. A principal’s ability to explain the components of induction to staff, parents, and the school community and see induction as part of the infrastructure of the school strengthens support for novice teachers. By communicating regularly with district induction leaders, principals can stay current with new requirements, guidelines, and protocols.

• **Know the role of the mentor.** In the past, and still in many places, a mentor assumed the role of “buddy”, lending an empathetic ear and offering a kind and supportive word. While emotional support is important in building...
trust, to accelerate beginning teacher growth, mentors must do much more. Instructional mentors focus their support on teaching and learning. Mentors must have a clear picture of effective teaching, be able to talk about best pedagogical practice and content, balance beginning teachers’ immediate concerns and long term growth, and collaboratively build inquiry and reflection as a part of best practice. The principal who knows the strategies and tools that comprise mentor and beginning teacher work—classroom observations, analyzing student work, accessing school and community resources, planning lessons—avoids misunderstandings and aligns support. Knowing the role and responsibilities of both mentor and new teacher sends a clear message of support and respect.

Site policies, structures and procedures that support beginning teachers

There are numerous ways a principal can model support for beginning teachers.

- Introduce new teachers to their colleagues. Principals might show new teachers around the school and hold a welcome lunch.

- An initial conversation about philosophy, expectations of student learning, clarifying goals, strengths and areas for focus can lay the foundation for a collegial relationship. Discussing goals, strengths, and challenges helps the principal discover how best to support each new teacher. The principal can explain expectations, the evaluation process, and timeline. As much as possible principals can align the teacher’s assignment to their strengths, keep the class sizes as small as possible, and keep the most challenging students from being disproportionately placed in beginning teachers’ classrooms. Holding regular meetings with new teachers builds trust and support, provides critical information, and allows for necessary questions.

- According to recent MetLife Surveys of the American Teacher, most new teachers say they are very satisfied with their relationships with other teachers. Teachers who are most likely to leave the profession are those who are less satisfied than others with their school relationships. They are less likely to strongly agree that their principal created an environment which helped them be an effective teacher, asked for their suggestions, showed appreciation for their work, and treated them with respect. They enter the profession expecting the principal to help them become better teachers. (MetLife survey reference, see resources)

Mentor and Principal Relationship—Communication, Collaboration and Coordination

Little is more important in building effective induction programs than the principal and mentor relationship. Principals can inform mentors about school needs, goals, procedures, policies, and practices, and how best to navigate the school context. They can keep mentors aware of their concerns and offer suggestions for support. Mentors can explain their role, share sample formative assessment tools, articulate expectations for beginning teachers, and note beginning teacher professional development offered by the induction program. Beginning teachers can benefit from this alignment between the principal and mentor support.

- Principals can schedule regular meetings with mentors. These meetings can be brief check-ins or longer conferences that let principals know the types of support their new teachers are receiving, offer suggestions, and ask questions. Mentors aim to build strong relationships between beginning teachers and principals. Three-way meetings allow mentors to strengthen these interactions so beginning teachers can grow as professionals and assume leadership roles.

- Mentors can make certain that principals understand the rationale for and support confidentiality between a beginning teacher and mentor. In order for beginning teachers to take the necessary risks to grow, they must feel safe. Thus, they must trust that the relationship between
themselves and their mentor is confidential. A principal who understands and respects this confidentiality fosters a community of trust. Involved principals develop effective three-way relationships that sanction confidentiality and clearly demonstrate that everyone is working toward a common goal—successful teaching and learning.

Formative Assessment Intersects with Principal Supervision and Evaluation

Formative assessment is a key component in successful induction. It is ongoing, responsive to teacher developmental needs, collaborative, aligned with professional teaching standards, and based on multiple data sources. Valuable summative assessment has the same characteristics and is a part of a complete system of assessment. Just as effective student assessment includes ongoing, formative feedback as well as a final, summative assessment, the same holds true for teachers, mentors, and administrators. Often, induction program formative assessment systems are separate from district evaluation. There are a number of ways principals and mentors can integrate teacher assessment:

• **Align professional goal setting.** Ideally, the goal setting process is the same in the induction program and district. Because induction programs are often created and added to district programs, two different processes can often exist. Over time, many induction programs have had a positive impact on improving a district’s structures, including protocols for setting and working toward professional goals. If beginning teachers experience aligned district and induction goal setting, including the same language and structures, it sends a message that induction is an important part of a district’s mission.

• **Principals can assess beginning teacher growth and effectiveness.** Traditionally, principals have been regarded primarily as teacher evaluators and many administrator preparation programs have not included teacher formative assessment in the curriculum. When principals recognize the power of formative assessment to improve teacher effectiveness and accelerate growth, it becomes a priority to support ongoing learning. Regular classroom visits focused on a teacher’s goals and sanctioning time for self-assessment, send the message of commitment to effective instruction and optimal learning for all students.

Influencing the system

While there must be system-wide support for induction, principals can do much to influence the system. A principal who advocates for making reasonable working conditions for new teachers district policy, can change the status quo. Principals who share data of mentor support that resulted in better teaching and learning, with stakeholders such as other principals, union representatives, district administrators, the community, and the media, are exercising their leadership in profound ways. Leadership used in such a powerful way can have a significant influence on sustaining and growing our profession.

**Inquiry Questions**

1. How does your induction program communicate with principals about new teacher support? What other strategies can be put in place?

2. What are examples of how some principals in your schools support new teachers? What other strategies can you suggest and help to implement?

3. How can you support principals in including formative assessment in the evaluation process for new teachers? Can the district evaluation protocols be aligned with and integrated into your induction program’s formative assessment?

4. How can principals become allies in cultivating or reinforcing system norms of lifelong learning, appropriate working conditions, and valuing new teacher voices?
Case Study: Collaboration for New Teachers

Like a conductor who brings the musicians together to perform a symphony, or a basketball coach who encourages the team from the sideline throughout a game, a principal’s role is to identify, maximize and coordinate all the available resources to run a school.

My life as a principal was full, and at times overwhelming. I was handed the keys and given my marching orders—do everything I can to raise student achievement. My school was part of a district deep into sanctions of No Child Left Behind.

The district provided many coaches for classroom teachers. They came in and out of my school; most rarely interacted with me. In the craziness before school opened, I agreed to meet with Marina, the beginning teacher mentor assigned to the school. At the time, I could not imagine the degree to which she would support my vision for the school, the staff, and most importantly, our students.

As Marina and I sat down, I asked: “What can I do for you?” In her own way she responded: “let me share with you what I can do for you”.

Marina asked about my goals for the school. As we talked, I realized that her support would help the beginning teachers, and me achieve these goals. She filled me in on her teaching experience, the number of teachers she would be supporting, and the amount of time she would meet with each. Marina shared the formative assessment cycle that she and the beginning teachers would use to improve practice, the beginning teacher’s and her responsibilities, and the professional development she would receive to hone her mentoring skills. We ended the conversation by discussing mentor and beginning teacher confidentiality—clarifying what Marina could share with me, what could I share with her, and the importance of giving these teachers a safe, trusting environment within which to grow. I left this brief and focused conversation realizing that I had a colleague who was committed to the same goal as I was: supporting teachers to improve student learning.

During that year, Marina and I met every three weeks. With each meeting, our interactions became more focused. We planned intensive support uniquely necessary for a beginning teacher. I didn’t have time to provide the in-depth support for my new teachers, for back-to-school night, preparation for parent conferences, and the district evaluation process.

At a third grade data team meeting, I noticed that Amanda, a beginning teacher, had analyzed her students’ assessment results in surprising detail and depth, identifying student needs and implications for her need to differentiate her instruction. As she shared her “data story,” Amanda’s colleagues took interest in the assessment tool and protocol she used. I realized that this was a tool Marina had shared with me. From that time forward, I was more closely aligned with Marina in supporting the new teachers as well as their more experienced colleagues.

The role of principal is challenging and often isolating. Marina’s support for my new teachers made my job easier and more collaborative. Marina reinforced my special responsibility to support teachers in the critical first years of their professional lives.

—Mike Heffner, Vice President, Leadership Development, NTC
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